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Abstract
This project investigates how the hacktivist-group Anonymous, through visual and verbal means, 
communicates their purpose. Specifically, the project will look at the “#OpIceISIS” video, which is 
a part of the operation “Ice ISIS”, which was launched in January 2015. The analysis will be 
conducted on the basis of the theorists Robert T. Craig, George Gerbner, Stuart Hall and Roland 
Barthes. While Craig and Gerbner offers a broad theoretical understanding of the field of 
Communication as a whole, Hall and Barthes provides the tools for analysis. 
Furthermore, the paper will take on a handful of discussion points such as symbolism of the Guy 
Fawkes-mask that Anonymous uses in their video and the identity, purpose and ideal of the 
organization. 
The project will conclude that Anonymous communicate their message in the “#OpIceISIS” video 
using visual and verbal means containing relations to already existing signs.
Danish summary
Dette projekt undersøger hvordan hacktivist-gruppen Anonymous, gennem visuelle og verbale 
virkemidler, kommunikere deres formål. Mere specifikt vil projektet kigge på  “#OpIceISIS” 
videoen, som er en del af operation “Ice ISIS”, der blev søsat i Januar 2015. Analysen vil blive 
udført på baggrund af teoretikerne Robert T. Craig, George Gerbner, Stuart Hall and Roland 
Barthes. Craig og Gerbner giver en bred, teoretisk forståelse af Kommunikation som en videnskab 
som en helhed, imens Hall og Barthes giver værktøjerne der bliver brugt i analysen. 
Dernæst vil projektet diskutere en håndfuld punkter f.eks. symbolismen der ligger i den Guy 
Fawkes-maske Anonymous bruger i deres video samt identiteten, formålet og idealet med 
organisationen. 
Projektet vil konkludere at  Anonymous kommunikere deres sag i “#OpIceISIS” videoen igennem 
visuelle og verbale means  der relatere sig til allerede eksisterende kommunikative tegn. 
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Introduction
This project will research the ‘hacktivist’ group called Anonymous; a group that was created on the 
infamous internet messageboard, 4chan. Our main focus will be analyzing a video which is a part of the 
group’s “#OpIceISIS” ‘operation’ from January 2015. This operation was meant to destroy the internet 
presence of the terrorist group called ISIS, who Anonymous believes to be responsible for terrorizing the 
Iraqi people. 
With the ‘hacktivist’ group Anonymous as a case study, the purpose of this paper is to carry out an analysis
of Anonymous’ messages by utilizing theories by Robert T. Craig, George Gerbner, Stuart Hall and Roland
Barthes, each offering a different perspective. Using the tools presented by Hall and Barthes, we are able 
to broaden our understanding of the message that Anonymous is trying to convey, while Gerbner and 
Craig serve as umbrella-theories, putting Hall and Barthes in the context to the field of communication 
studies.
Furthermore, the project will take on a handful of discussion points, of which the symbolism placed in in 
the mask, their identity, purpose and ideals are questioned and discussed.
Motivation
One of the primary motivators behind this project, is the fact that Anonymous is an organization 
dealing with current affairs in a somewhat unorthodox way, and are forerunners when it comes to 
‘hacktivism’ and freedom of speech on the internet. The organization caught our interest due to the 
fact that they communicate through YouTube and Twitter, while also maintaining an image of being 
anonymous. Upon investigating sources for the project, we discovered that few people have 
attempted to research Anonymous from the angle we have chosen.
The announcement video for the operation ‘#OpIceISIS’ is our main focus, and primarily chosen 
due to it being a current event (video is dated January 2015). Taking a departure in #OpIceISIS, the 
theory found was based on the goal to analyze their way of communicating their cause.
Another aspect that motivated us was the fact that they - as a seemingly leaderless organization - are
able to organize themselves. Anonymous utilizes the internet as a headquarters of sorts, and it is 
interesting to dig into how a web-based phenomenon gains power in the physical world. Last but 
not least, it is interesting to investigate how an organization who can be anyone, avoids imitation 
and construed communication. In our opinion it is important as there are potentially multiple layers of 
meanings in the messages they send, and thus, the following Problem Statement has been put together:
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Problem statement
Looking at the hacktivist organization Anonymous, and more specifically their “#OpIceISIS” video, this 
paper will investigate how Anonymous - through the use of both visual and verbal means - communicates 
their cause. This will be done by answering the following research questions:
Research questions
• Who are anonymous?
• In which field of communication does Anonymous operate?
• How can the perception of Anonymous’ messages be analyzed with the use of theory?
• What meanings appear when analyzing the encoding and the decoding of Anonymous’ messages? 
And have these messages been produced to provoke a specific reading?
• What visual means does Anonymous make use of, when communicating their messages?
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Method
This paper takes both a empirical and a theoretical approach to our research. The discussion and 
conclusion are written with an epistemological approach as the questions being answered are neither given
nor a fact. The empirical point of departure lies in the videos made by Anonymous. We have used these 
videos to gain knowledge about the organization and deepen our understanding for their communicational 
work. For us to understand the organization we have also watched documents on the group Anonymous to 
attempt figure out how they operate.
Based on the #OpIceISIS video, we have found and applied theories that we thought were applicable to the
matter to best answer our research questions. We have chosen Robert T. Craig’s text “Communication 
theory as a field” and George Gerbner’s “Toward a General Model of Communication” to create a 
structure to this paper, seeing as communication is a diverse and ever-expanding field which borrows ideas
and theory from different scientific disciplines. Craig especially offers a structure of communication as a 
field of study, which has given us an overview of how to understand and interpret the work of Anonymous.
For our analysis of Anonymous we are looking at it from a perspective primarily regarding the 
Phenomenological tradition, while also touching upon aspects of the Semiotic tradition.
While Craig offers us an overview of the field of communication as a whole, George Gerbner, Roland 
Barthes and Stuart Hall provide us with tools that have been applied to the analysis of the #OpIceISIS 
video. Specifically the concepts of Hall’s Encoding & Decoding and  Barthes’ Connotation & Denotation, 
while Gerbner provides the theory to help understand the process and events when perceiving a specific 
message. The latter describes this process with the use of the 10 Aspects of Communication. We are 
utilizing some of the 10 Aspects to show how a message is perceived, the consequences, the control of 
communication and analyze the signs used in the Anonymous message. This all creates a ‘funnel-like’ 
theoretical approach; Craig is used as an overall theory and Gerbner takes a more narrow point of 
departure in his theory. Lastly, Hall and Barthes provide us with the necessary tools to analyze our chosen 
case-study.
We made the choice of analyzing only one video, as we wanted to do a focused research on specific case. 
As we mention in our paper; defining how Anonymous as a whole communicates to the rest of the world 
can be difficult, since the organization is not a tangible entity. Anonymous can be anyone who claims to be
a part of it. Thus, Anonymous’ communication has potentially as many different angles, as Anonymous has
members. As such, our analysis can only offer our understanding of how one given part of Anonymous 
communicates the message and cause at hand.
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What is Anonymous?
Anonymous emerged out of an enormously popular and anonymous user-based website called 4chan. 
4chan was started in 2003 in the bedroom of a then 15-year-old student from New York City called 
Christopher Poole (alias "moot"). He intended 4chan to be a place to discuss Japanese comics and anime, 
and for people to anonymously share images. Anonymous originated in 2003 as a sub-group from 4chan, 
representing the concept of many community users simultaneously existing on the same network. The 
intent of the group or ‘internet gathering’ was to operate based on ideas rather than directives. The main 
focus was to act as a voice for the people that had been poorly or unjustly treated. The group prides 
themselves in not having a leader, no hierarchical structure or even having a headquarters, but rather as 
being a group of people with the same beliefs.1 “They tend to fight for things most of us support: privacy 
online, freedom of expression, government transparency”.2 
Technically anybody can join the group, as Anonymous is open to all and does not create any formal 
barriers to participation. However there are unspoken rules and a need for knowledge, skills, and 
sympathies that lead some people to become politically engaged in this forum. 
In 2008 Anonymous conducted a now-legendary wave of trolling when they decided to unleash their 
collective fury against the Church of Scientology. This was the first operation by the group, and it was the 
first time they gained global recognition. The group still wanted to keep their anonymity and that is when 
the idea of the Guy Fawkes mask arose, they wanted to wear the mask to stay anonymous. Still trying to 
keep a strong message, that the Guy Fawkes represents. Now the mask has become a part of the symbol of 
the organization and when mobilizing and conducting new operations the Guy Fawkes is always present.
Within the organization, there is not a given ‘who does what’ - the people who are doing the DDoS attacks 
can be completely different from the ones writing the blogs, meeting up for protests is writing on the news 
sites. Since the organization is global, the members can be sitting anywhere around the world working on 
the different operations. The authority and order in the Anonymous organization comes in the form of 
policies, ethical sensibilities, and norms, all of which develop over time and continuously form and reform
in reaction to past events. Members across the networks are oriented towards issues of censorship, 
information freedom, and as their name so obviously signals, they have to be extremely dedicated to the 
liberal principle that anonymous speech. This is necessary for a healthy democratic society, since they are 
anti any leaders if you want to be able to partake in their organization.
1 http://mediacommons.futureofthebook.org/tne/pieces/anonymous-lulz-collective-action
2http://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/nov/19/hacker-hoaxer-whistleblower-spy-many-faces-
anonymous-gabriella-coleman-review 
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Theory
The structure of communication
Robert Craig has noted that Communication theory is a rich and diverse field of study, while also 
bordering on not being an identifiable entity in this sense (Craig, 1999). Despite being an academic field, 
Communication draws inspiration and theories from many different sources. Barthes, Gerbner and Hall are
all examples of theorists mentioned throughout this paper, that are not primarily Communication-centric 
thinkers. Craig mentions the study of communication as being diverse, and looking into the notion of 
communication not being an identifiable field of study, we can also extract another quote from Craig: ”A 
perfectly coherent field would be a static field, a dead field, but the practice of communication itself is 
very much alive and endlessly evolving in a worldly scene of contingency and conflict.” (Craig, 1999, 
p.120), while also stating the fact that ”Communication theory, the theory of this practice, in all likelihood
will never, therefore, achieve a final, unified form.”(Craig, 1999, p.120). By delving into the above 
mentioned quotes, Craig shows an interest in finding common ground for Communication theory to stand 
upon, while also stating it is a field that will always experience a constant evolution in practice and theory. 
When discussing the analysis of Anonymous as a group, as well as their purpose portrayed through videos 
that state their intent of a given ‘Op’ or ‘Operation’, a multi-faceted approach is necessary, which is 
evident through the use of theorists in this project. This allows ideas outside of the Communication field to
expand upon existing theory, while also providing different angles to reach a conclusion of how 
Anonymous communicates their purpose through a specific video.
According to Craig’s ‘7 Traditions of Communication’, there are different traditions that allow us to 
analyze and interpret the field of Communication. As Craig has explained, the field is hugely diverse and 
varied, which has resulted in the creation of the seven traditions within the scientific field. These traditions
are known as the critical, the cybernetic, the phenomenological, the rhetorical, the semiotic, the socio-
psychological, and the socio-cultural traditions. Each tradition being as diverse as the next, but with each 
of them formed to provide an organization and explanation to the myriad of viewpoints and concepts we 
encounter. In essence, each tradition focuses on a different aspect of Communication, and when analyzed 
in conjunction with each other, the seven traditions provide a deeper understanding of the varying forms of
communication we are faced with daily. We may therefore touch upon certain traditions - even at times 
unknowingly - when analyzing a given Communication context.
Robert T. Craig provides a basis for much of the theoretical framework presented in this project. Knowing 
about the Seven Traditions as well as which traditions are applicable in a given context, we have a solid 
understanding of what - and how - to analyze. 
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A General Model of Communication
This section contains a description of the George Gerbner theory and models, which we will be using in 
our analysis. The theory explains the process of how communication starts and develops as it moves from 
one person (or event) to the receiver. Gerbner tells us that the receiver is prone to react to a certain event 
which ends up becoming an effect with ‘consequences’. Gerbner explains his theory with ten ‘main areas 
of study’, these areas are later on constructed through a verbal and graphic model. Gerbner’s theory 
structures communication events in a way that show that they have a process going from point a to b and 
how this event is either conceived or perceived. (Gerbner, 1956)
George Gerbner’s main focus and goal with his model, is to show a method to describe, classify and 
discuss communication and thereby enhance one’s knowledge of the field (Gerbner, 1956, p.198). His 
general model of communication entails two main versions which are the verbal and the graphic. These 
are two individual aspects but are also able to complement and enrich one another.
According to Gerbner a good verbal model is a “concise explanation which describes an event and at the 
same time identifies its chief parts or aspects” (Ibid, p.172). It is a theoretical approach that within a 
specific communication event should include a “word-by-word” or “phrase-by-phrase” identification of 
the central concerns. He describes the communication event as a process that needs to be linked in a chain 
of different happenings and ultimately become the general communication model. The process starts with 
a communication agent, who is the first person to perceive an event which serves the purpose of source or 
destination, this destination is designated as someone. ”Most importantly the communication agent must 
perceive or have perceived an event of some kind in order to initiate or receive communication, and must 
react to the perception in some way” (Ibid). The event itself is what the agent is perceiving in order to 
react.
 
The Verbal- and the Graphic Model
To understand the verbal model it is imperative to see the reaction to a specific situation, and where it 
actually takes place. The communicative reaction has to be mediated through agents and means of 
communication such as channels like video, internet etc. to come across as communication material.
To deepen the understanding of the verbal model Gerbner draws upon ten basic aspects of communication.
These ten aspects represent “shift of emphasis” rather than “tight compartments” to understand the 
communication within the verbal model. These aspects are later on able to show the construction of the 
graphic part of the model.
The purpose of the graphic model is to denote positions, directions and relationships graphically. When 
understanding the model one of the usages can be to explain visually complex events and concepts. The 
graphic model can also be looked at as a compliment to the verbal model as the two are not always 
possible to set apart. The graphic model delivers material to a specific destination which opens up for the 
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availability for perception. “The use of certain means becomes a signal containing a message only if it is 
not random” (Ibid, p.174). This process allows a person to perceive an event, and later on react to that 
event in the specific situation, through the persons chosen means, which could be either verbal or graphic. 
This is done in order to pass on the message to a second receiver. This process is what makes the material 
available, in some form and/or context, to later on be conveyed as the content, which is what will result in 
what Gerbner call a ‘consequence’ of perception. This consequence is divided into two ‘effects’, which 
will be accounted for in the next paragraph. This is the graphic process that allows you to encode a 
message according to Gerbner. (Encoding will be explained in depth later in this chapter, when we account
for Stuart Hall’s theory.) It is also important to note that every signal within this process exists in a context
of other signals and statements. The content of the graphic model emphasizes the communication product 
and how it is able to convey a message.
Both the verbal and the graphic model serve certain purposes, but the emphasis between the two is what 
makes the differences in perceiving the models. They focus on different things such as the perception of a 
message or it is conveyed, but to get the communicative result and understand the general model one 
needs both models to obtain the best result. The outcome of these models have definite effects and the 
generalized model distinguishes between two different types of these effects. The first is measured by the 
intent of the communication and how the effectiveness is reached in certain messages. The second type of 
effect is independent of the achievement on the intent of the communication and instead it focuses on the 
success of getting the message across. These effects are what Gerbner classifies as ‘consequences’.
The Ten Aspects of Communication
In his text, Gerbner speaks of ten aspects of communication. The first aspect we look at, is the roles within
the communicator and the audience perception where the communication agent is the element for the 
graphic model. (Ibid, p.184).
The perceptual aspect of communication is another of Gerbner’s ten aspects. It describes how a human 
being perceives an event. Perception now becomes a main element within communication. The graphic 
model is able to link people to events, representing the perceptual process. There are two main approaches 
to perceive an event; the transactional approach or the psychophysical approach. The first one stresses the 
structuring effects of a human being’s point of view, and the event can be modified through its actions. 
With the second approach, the psychophysical, the event is now an independent variable. The events, 
sounds and forms are in control and the perceptions are significant and adequate under specific conditions.
The second approach is more likely to become more sensitive and affect your stimuli because it has a 
correlation to a more delicate and dependent perception. 
The third aspect is the reaction to communication and the research on the effectiveness. The reaction to 
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events or statements can be explained or classified as effects. These are not to be confused with the effects 
Gerbner addresses when explaining his communicative models. Later on, these effects are split into two 
categories; effectiveness, which is measured by the standards of the objectives being presented, and the 
second category is the consequences which is being measured by the independent standards of the 
objectives. 
The fourth aspect is the situational aspect which is concerned with conditions and methods of presenting. 
The perceptions and reactions to presenting an event are affected by the situation where they take place. 
The situational variables that might matter could be the physical, social or the technical, meaning that you 
could be influenced physically by your environment, socially by the people around you, and by the 
technical means you use to communicate. 
The fifth aspect focuses on the means of communication; channels, media, distribution and control. Within
this aspect, Gerbner states that all communicative reactions are controlled by some means making it easier 
to enable the production of the communication. Looking at the means within communication you are 
investigating the agent’s use of material to process and transmit certain signals. Within the means of 
communication, the research is centered under specified channels and facilities producing communication 
while also controlling the distribution. Within the means it is important to understand the availability of 
communicative materials and what is actually a perception. This distinction becomes imperative when the 
place of control and the relationship between control and freedom within social communication is taking 
place.
The sixth aspect is related to the fifth, because it draws on the freedom and control within communication. 
When discussing freedom in communication the theory is solely resting on self-governance according to 
Gerbner. The theory assumes that the majority of people are capable of understanding and following the 
societal rules and being responsible in the public int+
erest. (Ibid, p.188). The means (or channels) of communication, in the social sense, are personal. It is 
where you are able to further your individual views, but under the rules and controls of the law. The 
freedom represents a selection, context and availability for perception. This can both be explained as an 
outcome of control over the means of distribution and a requirement to improve your means. Freedom of 
choice is a selection of a message. When freedom increases, the probability of picking a certain message, 
which people have never heard about, decreases.
The seventh aspect, ‘From style to statistics’, puts emphases on the agents and how they must be formally 
structured to carry a signal. This must be done with accurate representation such as symbols and affective 
qualities in order to convey a message properly. It is all about the style one chooses to communicate, 
whether it is grammatical, rhetorical, colorful or graphic.
The eighth aspect is concerned with the compositions one chooses for communication. One composition, 
sheds light on the distribution on the pattern of availability in regards to a specific message. The second 
composition explains the communication process and demonstrates the role of the communication and 
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how to understand the composition of selecting, perceiving and understanding certain messages.   
The ninth and the tenth aspects revolve around the relationship between sender and receiver, as they are 
reflected in specific messages. It relies on the fact that a non-random communicative transmission is a 
signal. This meaning that the event or communication must be used systematically in order to reflect, 
represent, symbolize or refer to patterns in some source.
The general model is an overall contribution to tendencies of communicatin in order to change the state of 
affairs or the state of some system independently of any preconceived objectives. As Gerbner writes 
“government, science, and art thus complement one another in communication as they function to make 
knowledge freer, beliefs truer and truth more believable”. (Ibid, p.197)
Encoding & Decoding
In this section of the theory chapter, is a description of the Stuart Hall theories, which we will be using in 
our analysis. The first theory revolves around the terms ‘encoding’ and ‘decoding’ and their role in 
broadcast communication. The terms encoding and decoding explain which meanings and understandings 
the sender and receiver give to a message respectively. The theory will be used to analyse the spoken signs
in the Anonymous video and thereby give the reader an understanding of some aspects of the way 
Anonymous communicate through the use of broadcasted messages.
The second theory is used to describe the terms we use to identify receiver groups, and will be elaborated 
on at the end of the Hall theory section.
Dominance in the encoding and decoding of messages
In the text “Encoding, decoding” it is stated that “[…]messages have a ‘complex structure of dominance’ 
because at each stage they are ‘imprinted’ by ‘institutional power relations’” (Editor in Stuart Hall, 1990, 
p.507). In other terms, this means that there are different aspects affecting a message’s encoding and 
decoding. If we look at the encoding, the first aspect affecting the message is the sender. The sender 
produces the message and thereby it is him/her that gives the message its first encoding. This encoding 
given by the sender is affected by the sender’s position in world culture and his or her perception thereof. 
Another aspect that will affect a message’s encoding, is how many times that message is either reproduced
or re-broadcasted. The effect of a message’s reproduction and/or re-broadcast is that it will give the 
original message a new ‘imprint’. Every time this imprint is reproduced it is affected by the new senders 
decoding of the message and the understanding of the signs in the message he/she extracts from that 
decoding. This understanding is, like the original sender’s encoding, guided by the new sender’s position 
in world culture. In either sender’s particular culture, the signs used in the message have specific meanings
giving the message a specific encoding. Paradoxically the same goes at the receiver’s end, where the same 
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aspects affect the decoding of the message.
According to Hall 1990, the way a message is perceived by a receiver is highly influenced by what 
relations (understandings) the receiver has to the signs (words) in the message. Like in the case of the 
sender, these relations are often governed by societal and cultural norms. An example of this, in relation to 
our research, could be the possibility of different perceptions of an Anonymous video, depending on the 
cultural background of the receiver. If say a college student is decoding the message, he/she may interpret 
it to be a call to take action, since Anonymous, according to themselves, fight for causes such as freedom 
of speech and free access to information, causes that likely correlate with the students opinions. On the 
other hand, if a member of the government listens to that same message he/she will likely decode it 
entirely different, since it will feel like an attack on his/her politics. Therefore, it can be said, that both 
receivers are ‘dominated’ by the ‘imprints’ of their respective ‘institutional power relations’. Presumably, 
the sender, when encoding a message, can exploit these power relations by the way he/she organizes the 
signs in the message. However the opposite is also entirely plausible – that the sender is completely 
unaware of this possibility of exploitation. The sender might not know that his or her organization of signs,
with power relations and framework, affect the decoding.
If we take a closer look at the ‘complex structure of dominance’ it can be argued that it too has multiple 
layers, the first being the sender. In the text “Encoding, decoding” Stuart Hall describes how the way a 
message is encoded by the sender controls the reception, but not in a transparent way (Hall, 1990, p.507). 
By encoding a message a certain way, the sender can influence the possible ways of decoding it. This 
means that if the sender is aware of the institutional influence of the cultural and societal norms of the 
receiver(s), he/she can predict the exact decoding of the message at the receiver's end.
The second layer of ‘dominance’ can be found when a message is circulated and/or reproduced. Stuart Hall
argues against the existing three-way model of communication (sender → message → receiver) (Hall, 
1990, p.508). Instead he proposes a four-stage theory of communication, these being; production, 
circulation, use (distribution/consumption) and reproduction (Hall, 1990, p.507).  When a message is 
circulated a second ‘dominance’ is added to the message, as it is the new sender that determines how and 
where the message is to be reproduced and distributed. It could be the news broadcaster conveying the 
message on television, or it could be shared on one or more of the various social media sites. Each 
possibility offering different receivers, with different inherent ‘institutional power relations’, the 
opportunity to make their own decoding of the message, thus perceiving the original message in a different
way. The new sender can also reorganize (or reproduce) the original message and thus create a new 
encoding, and thereby ‘dominate’ its meaning. 
A third layer of ‘dominance’ arguably exists at the receiver’s end where the signs and meanings of the 
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message are decoded. As mentioned, the ‘institutional power relations’ plays an important role here. Stuart
Hall mentions three positions the receivers can take when decoding a message (Hall, 1990, pp.514-517). 
The first position he calls the ‘dominant-hegemonic position’ in which the receiver decodes the message as
the sender intended. The receiver can be said to be “[…]operating inside the dominant code” (Hall, 1990, 
p.515) meaning that the receiver understands and accepts the encoding of the message. Hall calls this 
“[…]the ideal-typical case of ‘perfectly transparent communication’” (Ibid). The second position is the 
‘negotiated position’. Herein the receiver is aware of the hegemonic definitions of the signs, but still the 
more local institutional power relations influence the receiver.  He/she relates the meanings to the 
dominant views of the world in his or her society. The receiver can be said to “negotiate” the more global 
meanings into meanings that will have impact on a local scale. The third position is where the true receiver
dominance comes into play. Here the receivers are not as influenced by said power relations. These 
receivers read the codes in what Hall calls ‘oppositional code’ (Hall, 1990, p.517). Basically these 
receivers are able to overlook the institutional power relations and decode the message with a critical eye, 
and thus dominating their own perception of the signs. In our analysis we will explore what the different 
positional readings mean to the decoding of an Anonymous message.
Stuart Hall and Identities
In our analysis we use terms such as ‘Western’ and ‘Westernized’ to describe the affiliation of certain 
receiver groups. To describe our use of these terms, we have chosen to incorporate a short section that 
theorizes them. This section contains a brief description of Stuart Hall’s text “New Identities, New 
Ethnicities” which contains his notions on the terms. According to Hall (1991) our cultural perceptions and
our identities are tied together and the way we classify both has changed along with the modernization of 
the global society. He argues that the modernization made changes to the way we conceptualize culture 
and identity. He talks of the industrialization in the western part of the world as a turning point. This 
industrialization brought with it concepts such as urbanization and capitalism, which led to a new way of 
life in the countries affected by these changes (‘modernity’). This new way of life also demanded a new 
shared sense of cultural identity, which is what Hall calls ‘Westernized’ (Hall, 1991, p.45). With this 
shared cultural identity comes shared ‘institutional power relations’, which, as we learned earlier, affect 
the way people perceive things. When we in this discussion refer to ourselves and Anonymous being part 
of the ‘westernized’- or ‘western’ world, it is with Hall’s notions of the concept in mind.
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The Literary Image
This section of the theory chapter will account for Roland Barthes’ theory in his text ”Rhetoric of the 
image”. In the text he questions how we look, understand and analyze an image. He poses questions such 
as “How does meaning get into the image? Where does it end? And if it ends, what is there beyond?” 
(Barthes 1977, p. 32) The title of his article leads the reader to think, that Barthes believes that an image 
can be read just as clear as any literary work. It is just a matter of decoding its signs. This theory will be 
used in our analysis to analyze the visual aspects of the chosen Anonymous video.
“Rhetoric of the Image” explains Barthes’ theory on connotation and denotation, with the use of an 
advertising image. An advertisement image has an intended, direct and condensed message, as it has to be 
able to sell its message at the receiver's first glance. This example makes it easy for Barthes to explain his 
theory. In his text, Barthes distinguishes between the two concepts of connotation and denotation. He 
believes these concepts to represent two levels of meaning to a sign. The denotational meaning is the 
literary meaning of a sign. For example, if the advertising image that Roland Barthes uses as an example 
read “The taste of Italy”, we would all recognize that the given company wishes to sell the taste and 
feeling of Italy. 
The connotational interpretation is dependent on a cultural understanding. Connotation leads you to 
associate something you see on e.g. an advertisement or a poster, to something else. In this particular 
instance, it is the different depictions of food-products that we associate with Italy; pasta, fresh food 
products, tin-cans etc., as well as the colors of the Italian flag: The red from the tomatoes, the green from 
the peppers and the white from the mushroom and the pasta. Barthes also makes note of the idea that the 
given image is trying to ‘sell’; he mentions that the half-open shopping-bag full of fresh goods, represents 
a culture where you “shop around” rather than “[...] the hasty stocking up (preserves, refrigerators) of a 
more ‘mechanical’ civilization.”(Ibid, p. 34) Barthes also mentions that the name of the product - 
“Panzani” - has a certain italian ring to it. The advertisement is clearly trying to sell us a little part of Italy 
or, as Barthes calls it, “Italianicity.” In other words, the connotational meaning is an interpretation based 
on a cultural understanding or, to be more frank, stereotyping.
In relation to our project, the theory of connotation and denotation could be used to ”decode” the ”hidden”
visual messages that lie within the Anonymous video.
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Analysis
Our analysis utilizes the four theories presented in the previous chapter, each of which will aid in 
analyzing a specific aspect of the video “Anonymous: Operation Ice ISIS (#OpIceISIS)”, which is used as 
case study.
Phenemenological Anonymity
Taking a glance at the Operation IceISIS video, Anonymous has a – seemingly – clear-cut message that is 
being relayed through synthesized speech and a representative acting as a host of the video. With this in 
mind, we become aware of the fact that pitfalls may appear in the form of how a message can actually be 
misinterpreted and construed in other ways than originally intended, which is exemplified in the following 
quote: ”Among the paradoxes of communication that phenomenology brings to light is that conscious goal
seeking, however benevolent one’s intentions may be, annihilates dialogue by interposing one’s own goals 
and strategies as a barrier against one’s direct experience of self and other. ” (Craig, 1999 p.138-139).
When engaging in this phenomenological form of communication, it is important to note how a message is
sent, as well as how it is received. One receiver could interpret a given message as being cold, or even 
offensive, when in reality the purpose might have been the opposite. Looking into the production of the 
videos from Anonymous, the synthesized speech may work as a tool to deter any attempt of identifying a 
person's voice, but at the same time, it doubles as a tool to neutralize any preconceived notions one might 
have regarding the intonation of the voice used. This is further explained in the analysis section utilizing 
George Gerbner’s theory.
The Phenomenological tendencies are clear in the fact that the group is engaging in dialogue with their 
followers as well as parties who are interested in their ideas. In this instance, the audience has a chance to 
express their views and concerns through comments and video replies on YouTube. However, Semiotics 
come into play through the Guy Fawkes mask worn by the host - a symbol of rebellion and a trademark of 
Anonymous. Despite the fact that the Guy Fawkes mask could be counted as an unofficial trademark of 
sorts, it is still easy to obtain for anyone, and thus the original message becomes difficult to distinguish 
from the fake videos one can be presented with, while searching for a given operation “announcement”. 
Especially seeing as anyone can essentially copy the methods used in producing the Anonymous videos. 
As Craig notes: “Problems of communication in the semiotic tradition are primarily problems of 
(re)presentation and transmission of meaning, of gaps between subjectivities that can be bridged, if only 
imperfectly, by the use of shared systems of signs” (Craig, 1999 p.137). These shared systems of signs 
used and applied by Anonymous are readily available to most people. These signs include the mask, the 
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suit, the intro and even - to an extent - the synthesized voice. Anyone who would care to either search for 
said signs, or take the time to join the group and access the templates for these videos, could possibly 
recreate a believable, yet fake, Anonymous Operation video.
Phenomenologists also argue that un-mediated contact with other parties are a necessary part of human 
experience, while at the same time, ”it may be a fleeting experience that easily degrades into some form of
inauthenticity” (Craig, 1999 p.139). Taking the aforementioned into consideration, one could argue that 
the #IceISIS Anonymous video could be interpreted in one way by their own following, while also at risk 
of being dismissed as a sort of inauthentic attempt at communicating a stated purpose by receivers who are
not affiliated with the group in any way. This could in some cases render the message superfluous if the 
receiver of the message dismisses it on the basis of supposed “inauthenticity”. In the case of Anonymous, 
it is therefore necessary to take the systems of signs previously utilized (mask, voice, etc.), and ensure 
their content published adheres to this given system, while also taking into account the wording of their 
message to optimally eliminate any confusion, and in the end distinguish themselves from any imitators.
A Graphic and Verbal Analysis
This part of the analysis will focus on the general model of communication written by George Gerbner and
it will be applied to the “#OpIceIsis video”. The general model of communication has two main features; 
the verbal and the graphic model. These are able to complement each other whilst having ten relating 
aspects to illustrate the construction of the communication process.
Based on Anonymous and the video we decided to look at, the general model will be applied and the 
communication demonstrated within the video, later on discussed through the most relevant aspects of the 
communication process.
Gerbner explicitly says that the use of means i.e. a video in this case, becomes a sign containing a message
only if it is not random. Meaning that the main message that is explained needs to have somewhat of an 
effect on the person perceiving the message. By looking at the video and how they are conveying their 
message to the masses you can tell by the language they use that the message is not random.  “we’re held 
by a code of honor, to protect those who are defenseless, both in the cyber world and the real world” 
(Anonymous, YouTube video, 2014, 0:47). This is one of the first statements, where they set the tone and 
the importance of their being and why they are focusing their power to ‘Ice Isis’. The language is 
cohesive, the pace is slow and understandable and makes you want to continue to listen to what they have 
to say, which also makes for an easier way to understand their standpoint and the purpose they are 
communicating. According to the guidebook, “Speech for Dummies”, when giving a public speech, there 
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are four essential points to follow: Avoid signs of nerves during your speech, develop good body language,
gesticulate for success, and make eye contact to engage people. While the aforementioned provides a basis
for easy-to-digest speeches, there are also ways for a seemingly planned out speech to steer off course. If 
the sender of the message is not aware of the forum in which the speech is presented, an unwanted side 
effect may be coming off as overly-enthusiastic3, or even unprepared4. By avoiding the act of reading 
aloud while on camera, and instead relying on a pre-recorded message presented by a synthesized voice 
and masked host, Anonymous eliminates any possibility of error in speech.
In essence, Anonymous follows the four steps mentioned above, and therefore the group achieves optimal 
results when it comes to presenting their cause.
Their message is also gradually explaining what has occurred and how it is their responsibility to act and 
make a difference in this world. This makes for a verbal model that is concise in its explanatory matter 
describing the main events or aspects of the situation. In this process, what Anonymous are trying to 
maintain is a link through their chain of events that will uphold their way of communicating and hopefully 
make a difference in striking Isis.
Their monologue also puts them in a position where they are the source of ‘right information’ and the 
receiver of the message has to perceive and react to the information given by Anonymous. In their current 
situation and the patterns they use, they have same body language, serious tone and repetition of what they
stand for in every video they post to gain credibility5.
They also make sure to explain what they are going to do and why, and what specific event it is 
occasioned by  “the united states had no small part in this when they, decided to enter in an universal war 
with the promise of oil and funds in the military and industrial complex” (Ibid, 1.06).
All of Anonymous statements are trying to convey a message and they want a consequence followed by 
their message. The effects according to Gerbner are either the effectiveness which is measured by their 
intent of their communication, or the second effect which is measured by their success in getting their 
message across. Anonymous communication seems to always  be focused on making people react to their 
message, and take action. Their way of  communicating is almost always a one-way street, where the goal 
of the video is to make the viewer acknowledge, understand and perceive their cause and message in such 
a way that the viewer feels compelled to react. The effects in themselves are related to the consequences of
communicating a message. The consequences either include all changes while you are perceiving an event 
such as unintended, desirable or undesirable messages, or the attention the message will get when the 
desired message has been received. Then the outcome will either be interesting, not interesting or any 
other attitude the receiver might have towards the message. The effect of a specific message may not 
always be apparent when first looking at a video. By knowing that a consequence will take place, since 
3 see Phil Davison https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nd_JAo5cfdg
4see George Bush https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEbZqvMu2cQ
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCbKv9yiLiQ
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they explain the chain of events and how they will be doing the execution of their operation. The 
“#OpIceIsis” classified as a video with a communication process that will have some consequence, being 
both positive or negative.
The Aspects Analyzed
This general model of communication allows the crucial points and aspects of Anonymous to come across 
since the message is being both verbal and graphically explained. Anonymous is able to openly show their 
discontent with current events by using means such as internet to reach a broader audience.
An important factor is also to look at the balance with control and freedom in the spectrum of social 
communication. The means, the product and the distribution of the product, in this case a message, 
becomes crucial when looking at the availability of what is being communicated and how the information 
will be perceived by the general public. The message Anonymous is trying to get across is much related to 
the control of communication. According to Gerbner, control needs to be applied for the message to have 
adequate signals and distribution (Gerbner, 1956, p.188). What Anonymous is saying has to be related to 
tangible facts for them to be trustworthy and to gain control of what they are saying . As control and 
freedom goes hand in hand according to Gerbner, the philosophies they use rest upon their self-
governance. Where Anonymous is taking it upon themselves to improve the laws and regulations, the ‘free
citizen’ has to speak up and create the society best suited for the majority. Freedom is about the selection 
of the content and availability for anybody to perceive a certain event individually.  To Gerbner, freedom 
is highly related to control but it has to do with self-governance. His theory of self-governance, is about 
the majority of the people being able to make, observe, correct rules and being responsible in the public 
sphere (Gerbner, 1956, p.188). Anonymous has taken it upon themselves to act, react and correct mistakes 
made by society.
The form and signals Anonymous choose to use is also significant to the style and structure of their 
communication. According to Gerbner, “[...] the transmitting agent must be formally structured in some 
way to carry a signal with representational, symbolic, or affective qualities, in other words, to convey a 
message” (Ibid, p.190). The signal have to be representative of the stands of the organization to convey the
message properly. The signs used consistently is the mask, the suit and the voice they adjust to become 
more impersonal. These signal all make of a formal characteristics which makes it more relatable for 
people when coming across with their communication. Also it makes you remember them for future 
encounters which could give you a sense of seriousness when looking at any other video.
Anonymous is trying to create a free sphere for all kinds of communication to be verbalized or visualized 
and as a human being living in society it is up to you to create the conditions and welfare. Gerbner also 
points out that living and labor through communication exists to maximize the human development. (Ibid, 
p.195)  This is something Anonymous really stand by and want people to understand; that they are here to 
stay but also to make a change in this world. They are selectively choosing a message to stand by, but the 
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message they chose is based on what they find to be unjust in society, where people who are not able to 
change or affect their situation, need help.
Encoding and decoding Anonymous
This part of analysis will focus on the signs used by Anonymous in their “#OpIceIsis” YouTube video. The
analysis will be of the spoken signs including the words used, the organization of signs (when what is 
said) and the consequences thereof. The analysis of this, will be carried out by utilizing Stuart Hall’s 
theory on encoding and decoding broadcasted messages. It will also apply Hall’s three reading positions to
the video we use as our case study. 
As mentioned in our theory section, according to Hall (1990) a message’s encoding can ‘dominate’ the 
receiver’s decoding of it, and can thereby be exploited by the sender. This has led us to ask the questions; 
does the encoding of the message, in the Anonymous video, contain clear signs that it has been produced 
to provoke a specific dominated reading? And; does it contain signs that signify a certain encoded 
meaning? If we look at the way Anonymous communicates through the lenses of Hall’s arguments, it 
means that depending on who hears/sees/reads their message, the decoding of that same message will be 
different depending of the position the receiver takes. 
Hall’s ‘positions’ and Their Respective Readings of Anonymous
As Hall (1990) has told us there exists three possible positions a receiver can take when decoding a 
message; the dominant-hegemonic position, the negotiated position, and the oppositional position. These 
positions were explained in the theory section, and therefore we will continue directly to applying them to 
Anonymous’ messages.
When an Anonymous message is read from the dominant hegemonic position, the receiver will arguably 
see Anonymous in the light that they themselves want to be seen; as being honest, and just, and as being 
guardians of human rights and values such as freedom of speech and democracy. These are all opinions 
subjective to Anonymous point of view, based on their institutional power relations, which are influenced 
by a westernized view of the world.
When read from the negotiated position, Anonymous’ messages are decoded in a context that relates to the
receiver’s society. This means that the signs used by Anonymous will be interpreted to fit the institutional 
power relations of that particular society. Arguably this is the reading that will cause a feeling in the 
receiver of either agreement or opposition. As the earlier example showed, a college student will probably 
feel very different towards Anonymous than a member of government. But, even if both are American 
citizens who, in the understanding of Hall’s theory of institutional power relations as being a sociocultural 
phenomenon, should share the same basic view of the world, can feel very differently about the same 
message, as other factors such as job description, political conviction and social layers come into play.  
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When decoding an Anonymous message from the oppositional position, the receiver understands that 
institutional power relations govern the understanding that is subtracted from the message. By being aware
of this, the receiver can decode the message in what Hall calls “[…]a globally contrary way” (Hall, 1990, 
p.517) This allows the receiver, using the oppositional position, to be critical of Anonymous’ encoding of 
signs, in the sense that when Anonymous state that they defend certain values, the receiver’s decoding 
from the oppositional position will understand that these values are not global but rather, like Anonymous, 
influenced by western culture. Therefore, using the oppositional reading when analyzing a message, is the 
best way to remain critical of the contents of the message. This is of course what we have tried to do when
analyzing Anonymous, but we are aware that we too are influenced by our own westernized culture. This 
will also be accounted in the discussion. However, it is also the oppositional reading that allows for 
questioning the morale and intents of Anonymous. If they are indeed a product of the westernized and 
globalized society, then they fight for values defined by this society’s culture. The first of these values, that
comes to mind, is democracy - a concept which Anonymous also mentions in their video  (Anonymous, 
YouTube video, 2014, 4:13). But democracy is a system where the will of the many rule, a system where 
leaders are chosen and laws are voted upon. Ironically this system’s values seem contradictory to 
Anonymous’ methods, as they take it upon themselves to be the hand of justice, striking against whomever
they judge to be doing wrongs. This is not only undemocratic, but also illegal in the system they support. 
Nevertheless it still seems that the majority are looking at Anonymous from the negotiated position. A 
survey on debate.org6 shows that 58% of the users accept Anonymous existance. Naturally one should 
always remain critical to surveys since different factors, such sociocultural backgrounds of the 
participants, will likely influence the results. However, the results of the this survey does offer some 
insight into the public opinion of Anonymous. Arguably, the positive opinion towards Anonymous comes 
down to their success in incorporating signs and symbols in their messages, which ‘dominates’ the receiver
by exploiting his or her institutional power relations. As the analysis in the next part of the text will show, 
it is this ‘domination’ that ensures the ‘negotiated’ reading from most receivers. Here we will also account 
for how the signs used by Anonymous help them create the image that they fight for causes that the 
average ‘Westerner’ can agree with - this alone seem to make the illegality of their actions less important.
The Effect of ‘dominance’ in Anonymous’ Communication
This part will analyze what happens when Hall’s concept of ‘dominance’ is applied to the message in the 
Anonymous video. As stated earlier, Hall tells us that the first dominance of the message lies with the 
sender, since it is the sender who creates the original encoding of the signs. The sender will be analyzed 
when we also look at the receiver, since they are so closely related.
The next dominance, according to Hall, is the circulation of the message, which in the case of an amatur 
6 http://www.debate.org/opinions/should-anonymous-be-stopped 
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video, such as Anonymous’, often starts with posting it on YouTube. From here it is shared on various 
social media sites and in some instances on television, if one or more news broadcasting agencies deem 
the message newsworthy. At each step in the circulation a new perception is added to the original message 
- examples of these can include; the headline a person gives the video when sharing it on e.g. Facebook or 
the angle with which it is presented on the news. But in every instance the encoding of the message is 
influenced by the new senders position in accordance with the institutional power relations.
Next part in the ‘dominance chain’ is the receiver, and as mentioned we will look at the receiver and the 
sender simultaneously to better analyze the relationship between the two. In the video, which we are using 
as our case study, we have identified four receivers for whom the Anonymous message is intended. These 
receivers are; the government of USA, ISIS (and their sympathizers), various news agencies, and the 
civilian population. The first receiver is the American government whom Anonymous accuse of crimes 
against humanity and waging war against Iraq on the basis of false information. “Before our 
[Anonymous’] inception the Iraq war was well underway and crimes against humanity were rampant. The
United States had no small part in this.” (Anonymous, YouTube video, 2014, 0:51). According to 
Anonymous the chaos that these actions, taken by the US government, brought with them, is what caused 
the chaos in the region that ultimately led to the rise of ISIS.
The next receiver is ISIS themselves (Ibid 1:52) (and along with them the news channel Al Jazeera and the
sovereign nations of Qatar, Turkey and Saudi Arabia - all of whom Anonymous accuse of sympathizing 
with ISIS). The third receiver is the so-called mainstream media (Ibid 2:22), whom, according to 
Anonymous, spread a false image of a division in the ‘Islamic faith’, as the grounds on which the fighting 
takes place. In the video Anonymous threatens these receivers with cyber-terror actions, but more 
interestingly, they add to each of them a vivid choice of words including strong adjectives, making the 
video extremely biased. Some examples of these wordings are; “ruthless gang” (Anonymous, YouTube 
video, 2014, 1:33) and “savages” (Ibid, 1:45) when talking about ISIS and depicting them as “killing and 
pillaging as they go” (Ibid, 1:50). The news agencies are accused of using “false information” (Ibid, 3:22)
and “ignorant journalism” (Ibid, 3:24). Of course some of these wordings are there to strengthen their 
threats of the aforementioned receivers, but we think that they are mostly there to influence the last 
receiver whom the video is for, namely “The citizens of the world” (Ibid, 0:25) as Anonymous themselves 
put it. Arguably, the use of these words and the way they are organized is a mean to keep the receiver in 
the dominant-hegemonic position, where the message is decoded as the sender intended, as Anonymous 
want the receiver to agree with their cause. Adding to this is the way they seem to organize the words they 
use in order to create credibility to their message, including the timing with which the words are applied. 
Examples of this can be found throughout the video. Already at the very beginning of the video the 
Anonymous representative uses phrases such as “To the citizens of the world” (Ibid, 0:25)  and “We are 
held by code of honour to protect those who are defenceless, both in the cyber world and the real world.” 
(Ibid, 0:44). Towards the end of the video their representative also states that Anonymous “stand by every 
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righteous being” (Ibid, 3:38), in an effort to create sympathy and credibility to their image in the eyes of 
the general public. By addressing  “the citizens of the world” they create an illusion of inclusion; their 
message is for everyone, and everyone should pay attention. Then they go on to tell people that they can 
put their trust in Anonymous as they are “held by code of honour”, so they must be telling the truth, and 
since they fight “to protect those who are defenceless” and “stand by every righteous being”, surely they 
cannot be evil. The evil ones must be the ones spreading “false information” along with the “ruthless 
gang[s]” and the “savages” who are “killing and pillaging as they go”.  All of these words, and the timing
with which they are spoken, have most likely been very well thought through, as they aid in giving 
Anonymous trustworthiness and create an image of the receiver and Anonymous having common enemies.
Of course we cannot know what Anonymous’ exact intentions are since we are unable to communicate 
with them directly. However, based on our analysis, both of the signs they use, and the dominance the 
sender can have over the receiver, by exploiting the receiver’s sociocultural references (institutional power
relations) to the signs, we feel that this is an educated guess.
Therefore, there is little doubt that, to the non criticizing ear, these words add a lot of credibility, but who 
is it actually that ‘binds’ Anonymous, an illegal, leaderless organization, to a “code of honour”? And what 
does one such entail? These are some of the unanswered questions that leads us to believe that one should 
remain critical and aim to ‘read’ their messages in the oppositional code as described by Hall (1990, 
p.517). However, we believe that most of the general public takes either the dominant-hegemonic position 
or the negotiated position when decoding messages, which can arguably be problematic when dealing with
any form of communication, designed to convince or persuade people to share the opinion(s) of the sender.
In our opinion, the news media play a role in which of Hall’s positions the average receiver takes, since 
their broadcasting of information is accepted as true (whether or not the information shared by the news 
broadcasters is in fact true, we will leave for others to decide). Therefore it is worth noting that when an 
Anonymous message is re-broadcasted by various respected news media, the media themselves become 
part of not only Hall’s four-way communication model, but also his complex structure of dominance, 
because of the institutional power relations associated with ‘the news’. The same is true for the 
reproduction. In our search for Anonymous videos on YouTube, we have come across everything from 
subtitled versions and translations of the same videos to videos whose sender claims to be part of 
Anonymous, but most likely this is not the case. Of course all of these add different encodings, which 
again strengthens the argument that one should remain critical when decoding messages.
As we can see from this analysis, the encoding of an Anonymous message can be dominated by the four 
aspects of Hall’s communication model and that these four aspects are influenced by what he calls 
‘institutional power relations’. As we have discussed, Anonymous uses this domination to ensure that the 
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receiver decodes their message from either the dominant-hegemonic position or the negotiated position, by
implementing biased and persuasive language, picturing themselves as the ‘good guys’ and the targets of 
their operation as ‘the enemy’.
From this analysis, we can also see that the decoding of the message is affected by which of Hall’s three 
positions the receiver reads the message from, and that these positions are also dominated by the 
institutional power relations. This means that an almost unlimited amount of uncontrollable factors play a 
role in the way a message is perceived, which tells us that the less the reader allows him- or herself to be 
influenced by these factors, the more critical he/she can be in the reading of the message. On the other 
hand, if the receiver is uncritical to Anonymous’ strongly worded opinions, it can can lead to determined 
opinions in either agreement or disagreement with Anonymous. Evoking such strong emotions can 
presumably lead to extreme actions, like the ones we see today, where citizens of western countries join 
the fights in the middle east to either destroy ISIS or aid them in accomplishing their goals.
The Connoted Image
This part of the analysis will be of the visual aspects of the video, where Roland Barthes’ “Rhetorics of the
Image” will be the main theory.
As explained in the theory-section, Roland Barthes works with the two concepts of connotation and 
denotation. In relation to our video, an example of a connotational reading could be the Guy Fawkes-
masks that they wear in all their videos, which has become the symbol of Anonymous - alongside their 
own logo.
Guy Fawkes was a 17th-century terrorist, who was a part of the “Gunpowder Plot” - a plan to kill the 
protestant King James I and install his 9-year old daughter as Catholic Ruler of the throne. However, due 
to an anonymous letter sent to the government, Guy Fawkes was discovered in the basement of the House 
of Lords alongside 36 barrels of gunpowder, designed to blow up the house and all the people in it, to 
pieces. He was tortured, convicted of high treason and eventually executed in january 1606. He was 
dragged through the streets of London to make an example of him, and to keep others from following in 
his footsteps.
The story of Guy Fawkes was later adapted by graphic novelist Alan Moore and David Lloyd who created 
a comic strip called “V for Vendetta” which is also the basis for the 2005 movie with the same name. The 
main character is a cloaked anarchist who fights the system, wearing a Guy Fawkes mask, hereby 
celebrating Guy Fawkes as an “anti-hero for the modern age.”7
A connotational reading of this could argue that Anonymous uses said mask for two purposes - Firstly, to 
hide their faces as they wish to be anonymous, and secondly, to link themselves to the story of the cloaked 
7 http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2014/11/economist-explains-3 
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freedom-fighter who fights the system.
When looking at the movie “V for Vendetta,” one can draw some interesting parallels between the actions 
of V - our hero - and Anonymous.
In the movie, V forces his way onto the tv-screens of all Londoners, to give his speech wherein he 
condemns the government, their actions and all who supports this. Not unlike Anonymous who hacks and 
forces their way onto websites and tv-channels to get their word out, as widely as possible.
Also, the movie ends with a scene where the House of Parliament is blown up into a million pieces, with 
thousands and thousands of Londoners, all wearing Guy Fawkes-masks, are looking.
This is much like the “Million Mask March” that hit the streets of London in November 2013.8 Though the
protesters were there for different reasons, all wore the infamous Guy Fawkes-mask, as to symbolize that 
they are all one - no matter the cause (“We are one - we are legion”). Furthermore, the protesters launched 
fireworks at Buckingham Palace, which draws some visual associations to the final explosion scene in the 
movie.  
When choosing to analyze further on the premise, that the Anonymous video is loaded with connotational 
signs, one could look at components such as the lighting, the setting and the general appearance of their 
broadcast. One can not help notice a certain similarity with the established news agencies’ tv-broadcasts. 
The anchor, in this case the Anonymous representative who “reads” aloud their statement, is well-dressed 
and appear as an authority-figure in both posture and choice of words. His formulations show no signs of 
hesitance, and he does not merely state his discontent, he states that Anonymous is to be feared by the 
government of Syria and United States of America, should they choose not to do, what Anonymous wants.
The introduction also leads one to think of a news-broadcast. The globe spinning in the beginning ending 
in the Anonymous symbol of the man in the suit with no face, is not unlike the introduction used by some 
of the established news-media.
Conclusively, watching the “#OpIceISIS” video, one can argue that there are some connotational readings,
as well as some visual similarities with the movie “V for Vendetta.”
8 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2013/11/06/anonymous_masked_protest_hits_london/ 
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Discussion
When writing this project we have become aware that our cultural background has affected our 
understanding of anonymous and their cause. Being a group of four people, who are all from the western 
part of the world, it has been inevitable for our cultural values to influence our understanding of 
Anonymous. But what does that actually mean? Being brought up with an ‘inherent criticism’ towards the 
system, one could argue that we  might be more open to the idea of a somewhat anarchistic organization 
‘fighting the good cause’, because the thought of ‘fighting the system’ is not foreign to us. In a world 
where everything is so seemingly safe and risk-free, are we not implicitly brought up with the idea that we 
should fight the battles of those who suffer?
With that said, arguably Anonymous is part of the same system and have been influenced and affected just 
like us, but have reacted stronger to what they deem to be ‘injustices’, than most people. You can argue 
that Anonymous is a direct product of the westernized world since they are a reaction to the system that we
ourselves have created.
According to Gerbner, selection, context, and availability for perception is a prerequisite for understanding
the message. It is where the public spheres perception, availability and communication requirements of 
free thought, speech and decision making are proscribed by the First Amendment. (Gerbner, 1956, p.189). 
According to this, the free press has to be a given in any community to make sure the thinking process and
communicational process is free for anybody. With that said, freedom of speech is not equal with being 
allowed to change the norm of society, nor does it give you the right to take matters into your own hands. 
The organization of Anonymous are taking the freedom of speech to the next level. They are subjectively 
choosing the causes that they think matter, claiming to be held to a “code of honour,” though no one 
knows what that ‘code’ is. Who has given them the right to decide what is right and what is wrong, and 
why have Anonymous felt the need to take such drastic measures? They have taken the liberty to define 
good and evil. In our chosen video, Anonymous makes sure to mention how they are tired of the injustice 
in the world and that something needs to be done. Since they are neither militant nor prone to be violent 
they have to utilize their means, putting themselves above the law showing people how the rest of the 
world should be saved.
Anonymous has chosen a symbol for their organization, a symbol that stands for vigilantism and fighting 
the system. As mentioned previously in the project, the Guy Fawkes-mask which, has become the face of 
the organization, draws certain associations to e.g. vigilantism and standing up to the system. Although, 
while trying to become a politically influential organization, why are they doing so with masks covering 
their faces? Proudly they parade the mask while covering their actual voices, all while trying to convey 
serious messages to the people, which might make the statement seem less important. However, one could 
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also argue that the use of the mask could have the exact opposite effect. Putting on the mask, removing the
identity, becoming a part of the whole as opposed to standing alone leaves us with nothing but the 
message. Anonymous are judged not on who they are, but what they say and do, making their message the 
only thing that matters and thereby more important.
“There is no discrimination in Anonymous unless you do not have an internet connection. We do not work 
with post. No one speaks for Anonymous. Nothing is official. No videos. No operations. Not even this press
release, even though it was created by an Anonymous number of Anonymous at an Anonymous time in an 
Anonymous place and uploaded Anonymously, it does not speak for Anonymous.”9
It seems that the mask is the only thing that links the individual to Anonymous. Like the Danish flag 
waving high above our royal palace, as a symbol of all that is Danish, such is the Guy Fawkes-mask; 
unifying a people, defined not by borders, but by values.
Interestingly enough, if one takes a closer look at the logic behind Anonymous, one could argue that they 
are doing what they themselves, deem to be wrong. E.g. in the case of ISIS; though the vast majority of 
people can agree that their methods are not what you can call ‘morally sound’, they are fighting for what 
they believe is right, held together by “a code of honour” - the Koran.10 Though a comparison between 
Anonymous and ISIS can seem farfetched especially because their methods for achieving their goal is so 
radically different, it raises some interesting discussion points; What makes one vigilantist group more 
right than the other? What makes the terrorist and what makes the freedom-fighter? When groups like 
Anonymous and ISIS raises themselves above the law, what means do we then have left to determine if 
they are right or wrong?
However, all of this exposes a problem we have faced when carrying out the analysis in our paper. Can 
you really research and investigate a group that is not, in fact, a group? You simply cannot decipher the 
communicative ways of Anonymous, since Anonymous is not a constant. Anonymous is everyone who 
calls themselves a part of the organization. Claiming to have, once and for all, mapped out how 
Anonymous communicates to “the citizens of the world” is downright wrong.
With that being said, what this project is really investigating is how a given cell within the body of 
Anonymous, chooses to communicate and what means they are making use of.
Had we chosen to investigate Anonymous differently, a comparative analysis between two Anonymous 
videos, to investigate the communicative differences, would offer a different view on the organization . 
Also a comparative analysis between an Anonymous video and some sort of promotional video from a 
political activist-group, could have given us a different point of departure. This could have given us an 
9 http://www.knowledgeoftoday.org/2012/01/who-is-anonymous-what-does-anonymous.html
10http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/558078/Islamic-State-IS-what-is-ISIS-why-are-ISIL-so-violent 
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interesting look into whether or not Anonymous really is that different from other political activist groups.
Moreover, it would have been interesting to do a discourse-analysis of both an Anonymous-video and a 
speech made by a public, political figure. It could have been interesting to see if the language used would 
be radically different from one another, seeing that one would be masked and the other would not. Is the 
language of Anonymous more aggressive as opposed to the politicians?
Furthermore, we could have done a project based on what the receiver actually thinks about Anonymous, 
if their message actually comes across, how many people actually see them as a credible organization and, 
lastly, does it actually make people take action like Anonymous wants them to?
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Conclusion
On the basis of our research, we can conclude that Anonymous communicate their message in the 
#OpIceISIS video using visual and verbal means containing relations to already existing signs. 
With the support of theory, our analysis shows that the perception of messages can be dominated by the 
way they are encoded, as a receiver’s already existing relations to signs can be exploited by the sender. 
Anonymous way of communicating suggests that they knowingly take advantage of this possibility. The 
way they accomplish this domination of the perception of their messages, is by affiliating themselves with 
signs already loaded with meanings. These signs include the adaptation of the Guy Fawkes mask, the use 
of a synthesized voice, and the production of their video similar to how news broadcasts are produced. 
Anonymous also benefit from voicing explicit opinions about subjects already circulating in the media, 
securing them attention to their messages. In the example of the already famous Guy Fawkes mask they 
benefit from affiliating themselves with this sign that relates them to an already known story about a hero 
who fights the systems. Another way Anonymous benefit from already existing signs is they way that they 
have incorporated human rights and values, such as freedom of speech, already listed in the first 
amendments in the Constitution of  United States, and taken it to a whole new level by posing as the 
righteous keepers of that value, being held to a ‘code of honor’. In being so explicit about their points of 
view, and by utilizing methods known to have the ability to dominate the meanings of messages, they have
the means to evoke strong emotions in their receiver group and consequently provoking such strong 
opinions that they will join Anonymous in their cause. The cause Anonymous choose to get across to the 
masses is always subjective with a clear objective in mind. They want people to react and act to their 
message. 
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Appendices
Appendix 1: 
TRANSCRIPT (Copied directly from YouTube description):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kJtvFUMELM 
ANONYMOUS PRESS RELEASE LETTER TO THE PUBLIC AND THE MEDIA:
To the citizens of the world,
We are Anonymous.
The events currently transpiring in Iraq have made us as a collective re-evaluate our priorities in regards to
recent operations. The Iraqi people have gone through almost two weeks of sheer terror most of us will 
never know nor experience. We are held by a code of honor to protect those who are defenseless, both in 
the cyber world and the real world.
Before our inception, the Iraq war was well underway and crimes against humanity were rampant. The 
United States had no small part in this. When the United States government decided to begin an 
unnecessary war with the promise of oil and funds to the military industrial complex, it failed to realize the
severity of taking out a leader who controlled a strong internal security force. This led to the power 
vacuum we witnessed after his capture. Yes, Saddam Hussein was ruthless and violent, but with this war, 
the US was guilty of the same crimes (i.e. Blackwater, Abu Ghraib, etc.).
Fast forward to today, and Iraq is descending into chaos yet again thanks to the dastardly ruthless gang 
aiming to establish an "Islamic" state combining both Iraq and Syria, thus doing away with the post-WWI 
borders. They call themselves ISIS. These savages who have no religion or morality are bent on burning 
everything in their path, killing and pillaging as they go. They must be stopped.
Several days ago, their electronic division assumed control of one of our twitter accounts 
(@TheAnonMessage) claiming it for themselves and releasing several graphic photos of their assault near 
Baghdad. These tweets have since been deleted. We sincerely apologize to the twitter followers who had to
witness this without warning. This was an unfortunate, unprecedented takeover and steps have been taken 
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to further secure this account from any future attempted hacks.
We would also like to comment on the mainstream media who are pushing the division of Iraqis even 
further. The Iraqi public is made up of two Islamic sects: Sunnis and Shias. There are also other groups 
which include Kurds, Turkmen, Assyrians, Christians and others. The media would want us to believe that 
ISIS is made up of strictly Sunnis and the Iraqi army is a majority-controlled and operated Shia faction. 
This is false. The groups that have been listed INCLUDING Sunnis are enlisted in the Iraqi army and 
Sunni clerics in Iraq have also called for their followers to join ranks with their Shia brothers to defend 
their homelands. 
ISIS is a group made up of a Takfiri sect which is regarded by many prestigious clerics and organizations 
including Al-Azhar, as unislamic. In fact, they have denounced them as "Khawarij" and declared that they 
must be exterminated from Islamic lands. This is why we urge the American mainstream media to stop 
releasing false information and further escalating the violence with their ignorant journalism.
In conclusion, we stand by every righteous being when we say that we have also declared complete 
solidarity against those who affiliate themselves with ISIS and those who control them.
Aljazeera; you have tarnished your reputation by spewing your lies and your treasonous support to ISIS. 
You will not escape us.
To the state of Qatar, Turkey, and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; you will not escape our wrath. Evidence 
shows your continued support and supply to ISIS. If this does not promptly stop, we will be forced to 
unleash our entire legion against your pathetic excuse of a cyber-security.
And to the United States; another attempt at fueling your military industrial complex for the sake of 
security and democracy will be grounds for our complete assault against your virtual government 
infrastructure. You have been warned.
We are Anonymous.
We are Legion.
We do not forgive.
We do not forget.
Expect us.
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